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 Q: NSTextField with two labels How to create NSTextField with two labels, one left and one right of the text. In case the text field is empty left label should be hidden and right label should be visible? In IB I have tried to create two labels one for left and one for right of the text field but its not working. A: I think that you should try to use the BeveledLabel class: Take a look on this class and try to
subclass it to achieve what you want. For me, the easiest way was to use NSTextFieldCell and simply configure it in Interface Builder. You need to set the left and right labels in the attributes inspector (or directly in IB) and set the NSTextFieldCell to be editable (at runtime). You can then take advantage of the editable NSTextFieldCell and use NSTextField for editing, and if you're using IB just

create a NSTextFieldCell subclass and configure it as needed. The subclass does not have to be using Interface Builder (you can define it in code). Example of IB implementation of NSTextFieldCell subclass: (example code) I create a custom NSTextFieldCell, and just create two labels and add them as subviews of the cell. Q: How do I run an update query in a sp_msforeachtable loop in SQL Server?
I'm trying to run a query to update all the columns for a table based on an input query. My query runs just fine, but I want to get the same result by running the query in a loop against the sp_MSforeachtable stored procedure. This fails with the following error: The transaction is deadlocked on lock resources and has been aborted. I have tried some of the different suggestions in the answers to a similar

question, but it doesn't seem to help: --Merge every record in one or more tables into the main table ( 82157476af
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